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Looking back and beyond

A TURBULENT
YEAR FOR
SENIOR CARE
PROVIDERS
Looking back at 2020 in hindsight, it was definitely a
turbulent year for senior care providers as they were
forced to navigate previously uncharted waters
around the COVID-19 pandemic. As one of the
industries hit the hardest by the virus, it was no
surprise as many providers had to put all sorts of
projects and planned out endeavors on hold in an
effort to safeguard their patients and staff. Projects
that required onsite service were out of the question,
previously vital initiatives had to take a backseat, and
of course cutting costs wherever possible was a
requirement.
As we enter 2021, the end of this pandemic is
hopefully more in sight now than ever, but the
scenario described above is still very much a reality
for a large segment of senior care providers.
However, as ProviNET looks back at the past year, we
were honored to work alongside some providers who
still persisted through key technology projects that
they refused to put on hold, knowing they would
better equip their organizations to continue to fight
through the current landscape. And they did this all
relying heavily on virtual technologies to bring their
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projects to completion, yet still provide the safest
environment possible for the communities. It is our
privilege to showcase a few of these providers and
how they persevered with mission critical projects,
while leveraging a virtual delivery and partnership with
ProviNET Solutions.
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FULL SCALE
ELECTRONIC
HEALTH RECORD
IMPLEMENTATION
Going through a transition from one EHR to another is
always a huge task for a provider, even when there isn’t
a pandemic to navigate around. However, in the
summer of 2020, one CCRC in South Carolina still saw
the value in moving to a more modern EHR solution to
provide better care to their patients and a better
experience for their staff. The one challenge though
was ensuring that the clinicians felt comfortable and
fully educated in how to use the new EHR as it became
their new daily workflow.
This is where this community saw the value in
partnering with ProviNET. First, a team of informatics
nurses and financial consultants helped the community
design the configuration in the new EHR with proven
best practices and a corporate standard. Then, a
dedicated Systems Developer was able to help them
extract key patient data from their old EHR to be
imported into the new one for a seamless go live
experience. But probably most importantly, the same
team of informatics nurses who helped them configure
the software was able to offer full-scale classroom style
training in the EHR to all staff, delivered 100% virtually.
Providing the end user training virtually not only
promoted the same level of education and
understanding in the new EHR as onsite training would,
but it also offered some unique benefits that weren’t
originally anticipated. Such benefits included the ability
to record the virtual training for re-education and
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sharing purposes, the elimination of extra cost from
traveling for onsite training, and a much more flexible
schedule of events.
The community was able to hit their targeted go live
date with ease; and with leveraging virtual go live
support from ProviNET, reported a smooth transition
for all staff into the new EHR.
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IT STRATEGIC PLANNING
Even before COVID, ProviNET was seeing a good deal of
providers striving to put together a focused plan around
technology, one that would fit around their overall
strategic plan for the organization. Prior to 2020, there
was a big push in the industry to revolutionize how
providers saw technology, and ProviNET was fortunate
to be the first-choice partner for a good deal of them
with our IT Strategic Planning projects. However, as the
team began one of these projects with a multi-site
community just outside of Boston, we found ourselves
in a unique spot as the country began to go on
lockdown.
The provider had the ProviNET team onsite for the
discovery portion of the project in early March of 2020.
Within days of returning from being onsite, we began to
see upcoming industry tradeshows get canceled, states
going on lockdown, and providers especially were
thrown into tumultuous waters. Just prior to this, the
provider and the ProviNET team had a pretty good
framework around a roadmap from getting to the
organization’s current state of technology to their
desired future state. But we quickly learned that COVID
would put many of these recommendations and
initiatives on their heads.
Instead of delivering a report that was representative of
a point in time before the industry learned all the
challenges that go with navigating a pandemic, both
parties were able to connect on some virtual meetings
to review initiatives and look at how to best reorganize
the IT Strategic Plan with the new priorities that were
arising. Additionally, we were able to review and
recommend some of the new technologies that would
help alleviate some of the current burdens, especially
around patient/family engagement and telehealth.

Planning

After resynching on the IT Strategic Plan as a virtual
project team, ProviNET was able to update the delivered
report/plan and present this to the provider’s board to
make recommendations on how to not only address
some of their already known challenges and desires, but
also on how to address new ones that were arising as
the industry learned to deal with COVID.
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One common theme that we have found during

customer base, as well as help with any homework

COVID is that a lot of providers may still have a big

items that the internal team did not have time to

desire for implementing new technology amidst

handle themselves.

the pandemic, but they are afraid to put any
additional burden on their staff that such efforts

Additionally, ProviNET was on deck to perform the

may require. However, some of our customers

data conversion as well as assist the backloading

have still found a way to move forward with new

of patient orders prior to go live.

technology projects to realize all the benefits they
offer, while still shielding their teams from

However, while navigating COVID challenges at a

shouldering a lot of the burden.

critical point of the project, the community asked
ProviNET to assist in a more involved role by

One such customer in up-state New York saw the

helping them with the end user training. Instead

value in moving forward with a new EHR

of leveraging the vendor for a “train the trainer”

implementation near the end of 2020. The project

approach, where the burden of the training would

was largely to be delivered by the vendor of the

be on community’s super user team, they looked

new EHR, but the community was seeking a

to establish formal classroom training with

partner that could take on a good portion of the

ProviNET that covered the full staff roster. And of

heavy lifting that would otherwise be expected of

course, this training was to be delivered 100%

the internal team there. This is where ProviNET

virtually in small groups of classes and time slots

was able to step in.

to be in line with local social distancing
regulations.

With the vendor serving as the main consultative
force and managers of the project as a whole, the

ProviNET was able to work alongside the

customer tapped into ProviNET’s collection of

community to ensure that the team felt

experienced informatics nurses to help them with

comfortable with the EHR implementation as a

critical system configuration decisions and the

whole, but also to ensure that all staff felt well

completion of any homework assigned to the

versed in operating in the software for the go live

client. The informatics nurses were able to share

date.

information on best practices and what has
worked well across our extensive senior care

Augmentation
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Persistence & Perservereance

ARISING OF A
NEW ERA IN
AGING
SERVICES
Again, looking back over 2020 in hindsight it is easy to
only picture it as a bleak year for the senior care
industry. However, as the industry learned from the
pandemic and began to see where strengthening
must occur, we can just as easily look back and see
the year as one of persistence, perseverance, and the
arising of a new era in aging services. Many trends
and learnings were identified (and are still being
discovered as we continue to fight through COVID),
but one core tenant of those learnings is technology
is a pillar in the industry. It is here to stay and should
no longer be seen as just a cost center, but a must
have tool that can help us be nimble and continue to
deliver care to our aging population in new and
exciting ways that are much more future-proof than
relying on what worked a decade or two ago. This
same technology allows us to continue to move
forward with mission critical projects even in a time of
social distancing.
At ProviNET, it is our mission to see providers succeed
and thrive with technology. We were honored to work
with these and many other organizations in 2020 as
they persisted through the challenges of the
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pandemic to acquire new capabilities to better fight it
and anything else they come against in the future.

